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POT TER BEN OWEN III ’93 SHAPES A DYNAMIC LIFE
B E YO N D H I S FA M I LY ’S FA M O U S H I S TO RY
S T O R Y B Y M A R I O N P. B L A C K B U R N
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P H OTO G R A P H Y B Y N A N C Y B . G R AY

TH E R E

A R E M A N Y WA Y S T O S P O I L A P O T. Turn it when the clay is too wet, and it

collapses like a pierced balloon. Too dry, and it splits.

In the kiln, where temperatures reach 2,400 degrees Fahrenheit, some pots will fracture, destroyed

by an unseen flaw. Or the flames will scorch them, stealing the colors that were dreamed of as

indigo, cranberry or copper.

“Sometimes you want to close the door and walk away,” says Ben Owen III.

But he could never go far. Like his father and grandfather before him, he practices an ancient

art. He is the third Ben Owen to find his life’s work in North Carolina clay, deciding at age 12 to

make pottery his career.
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As the senior Owen helped rejuvenate Moore
desire to make new and different pots to stretch my
he was already
County earthenware with a touch of Asia, so has
style,” Owen says. “I still feel strongly about my grandan accomplished craftsman. Today, he answers a con“young Ben” worked his own changes on pottery,
father’s work and believe it is important to keep the
stant demand for his work. Collectors wait months
bringing a fine arts sensitivity, modern tools and
work simple in design.”
for commissioned urns; the faithful line up outside
methods, to his.
Denny Mecham, director of the N.C. Pottery
his studio before each opening.
Some things have not changed. “I still get clay
Center in Seagrove, has known Owen for years, serving
He has crafted vessels for governors Hunt and
from the same areas that my grandfather dug,”
in the past as curator for his shows. “He represents a
Easley and for the late President Reagan. He created a
Owen says.
continuity in the Jugtown and Seagrove tradition,” she
tea set for Elton John, commissioned by the singer’s
And he knows not to overwork his pieces. “My
says. “He respects that tradition, and still creates forms
friends as a housewarming present. Patrons from across
grandfather often said, ‘It is easy to make things
that his grandfather created. But he has put his own
the state and beyond seek his studio in the heart of
complicated, but hard to keep things simple.’ I find
interpretation on them, and has taken his work to
pottery country, near Seagrove in Moore County,
it a daily challenge to follow his advice,” Owen says.
another level.”
North Carolina, situated in the valley of the
In the same cabin where his grandfather once
Uwharrie Mountains.
“threw pots,” Owen has
In this tranquil setting,
installed a pottery museum
like his ancestors before him,
where Chinese dynasty urns
Owen shapes ideas out of clay
are displayed along with his
and bakes them white hot,
grandfather’s. The family’s
allowing fire to transform them
kick wheel still functions.
– tempering the clay, awakenOwen’s airy studio and
ing the glaze. His creations
showroom easily blend with
emerge from the kiln Chinese
the setting, but are in a stateblue, vermilion, cabernet red.
of-the-art building with
His grandfather was Ben
ample space for glaze vats,
Owen Sr., master potter at
sinks, large windows, a fireJugtown Pottery during the
place, television and kitchen.
“Golden Age” in the 1920s,
He’s building a new home
’30s and ’40s. A self-taught
next door where he will live
craftsman, Ben Sr. integrated
with his wife, LoriAnn, and
Asian forms into traditional
their daughters, Avery Claire,
“dirt dishes,” creating decora4, and Juliana Dare, 2.
tive pots that helped revive
Here, old meets new and
the craft. Ben’s father, Ben
East meets West.
Owen Jr., was also a potter.
I T ’ S A L O N G WA Y
Surrounded by clay since
FROM THE TUMBLEbirth, Ben Owen III, now 36,
D O W N B A R N S and hardBen Owen III crafts a large ceramic vase in his modern studio, located on the same property where his grandfather lived and worked.
developed an early curiosity
scrabble conditions of
about the “hundreds of pots
AT T H E W H E E L , OW E N W O R K S W I T H
turn-of-the-century Moore County, where jug making
on the shelves of my grandparents’ and parents’ homes.
Z E N - L I K E PA T I E N C E as he coaxes the wet mass
served as a valuable skill for subsistence farmers.
“I asked many questions, of why these pots were
into shape. In a world of haste, he stands out as unhurPotters first settled in the area in the mid-1700s
so much a part of our lives,” he says.
ried but successful; focused, but warm; industrious but
searching
for open spaces and good soil. They
As a child, he made pots of his own while learning
always welcoming. He invites visitors into his studio
found a malleable clay which yielded durable ceramfrom his grandfather. When the artists held a threeand speaks freely with them, despite the deadlines for
ics and which, when fired, turned natural bisque,
generation show in 1982, young Ben’s pieces sold out.
shows,
studio
sales
and
private
commissions.
beige and yellow.
Only 13, his gift was evident.
The
University
of
North
Carolina
at
Wilmington
Surrounding them were the Uwharrie Mountains,
These days, Owen works next to the family home
named Ben Owen III a “Living Treasure,” following a
a volcanic chain believed to have formed more than
and uses his grandfather’s “groundhog kiln,” a long,
solo exhibition earlier this year. In September, he
500 million years ago. They originally reached 20,000
low oven built like those of old England. He has also
opened
a
show
at
Blue
Spiral
1
Gallery
in
Asheville
and
feet
– as high as the Rockies – but today only reach
built a new four-chambered kiln with a much larger
planned
to
take
part
in
the
annual
Seagrove
Pottery
about 1,000 feet. Erosion deposited rocks and minerals
firing capacity. And while his grandfather used a “kick
Festival in November.
on the plains below. Rhyolite, a flint stone, abounds,
wheel” – self-propelled, brutally hard on the hips –
He
honors
the
past,
but
moves
forward
without
along with quartz and gold. Iron-rich, it cures into
Owen uses an electric wheel, positioned in a sunny
limits.
“After
many
years
at
the
wheel,
I
still
have
the
a colorful rust when fired.
spot in his modern studio.
I N 1 9 8 9 , W H E N B E N OW E N III C A M E TO

E A S T C A R O L I N A U N I V E R S I T Y,
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Sung Jar, wood-fired stoneware, 2003. Inspired by Chinese dynasty forms, with waves of stylized wind-blown sea grass.
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About 1750, a wave of English, Welsh, Dutch and
Scots-Irish craftsmen immigrants arrived. They farmed
and bartered their crockery for merchandise such as
nails or horseshoes. Heavy demand made a steady
trade; excess wares were loaded onto carts and sold by
“wagoneers” who traveled the region.
Settling within a five-mile radius were the
Chriscoe, Cole, Craven, Luck, McNeill, Owen
and Teague families.
“Some of those in that community were fourth- or
fifth-generation potters,” Owen says. His own family traces pottery making back seven generations. “It
wasn’t a business, in a way.”
But times changed. The industrial revolution
meant manufactured bottles, plates and containers
were cheap and plentiful.

“That’s what really changed the scope of pottery in
this community,” Owen says. “Potters had to start
thinking about what they were going to do to survive.”
While many found other jobs, great-grandfather
Rufus Owen continued to make crockery, teaching his
son, Ben, the family craft.
Unfortunately, even hard work couldn’t save a
dying trade and when Ben Owen Sr. was just a boy the
future looked bleak. But another change was coming.
Some trace it back to a pie plate.
SOMETIME AROUND 1915, THE STORY

Juliana Busbee discovered an orange-colored
clay platter – a “dirt dish” – at a North Carolina county
fair. A Raleigh resident and artist, she frequently visited
New York, where she no doubt saw works by Picasso
GOES,

Even after his hands were impaired by arthritis, Ben Owen Sr. eagerly shared his craft with his inquisitive grandson Ben Owen III. Circa 1976.
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and other modern artists who were discovering “primitive” art. Her husband, Jacques, a classically trained
painter and sculptor, was also from Raleigh but had
studied in New York.
Apparently, Juliana was so taken with the dish,
made by a Moore County potter, that she wanted to
show it to others, especially her husband.
“Although the dish was empty, the color was joyous, and to us it was filled with visions of what might
be,” she said of her discovery.
What was to be was in Moore County where the
Busbees found kilns tended by “hard-baked” potters
who, at first, thought Jacques Busbee was a German
spy. Slowly, suspicion gave way to trust and a remarkable partnership began.

“It seems strange, doesn’t it, to have one’s whole
life – and the lives of a whole community – turned
upside down by a pie plate. And an empty one at
that!” Juliana later said.
Juliana carried the “churns, pickle jars and crocks”
to New York, where city-dwellers snatched them up.
The Busbees served as brokers for the potters, selling
their works but also introducing the craftsmen to forms
more suited to the 20th century. Jacques presented oriental shapes for the potters to study and they experimented with glazes and new uses, such as vases.
Candlesticks, tea sets, even chicken-shaped
salt-and-pepper shakers were made for Juliana’s
pottery shop in Greenwich Village in New York
City. Luminaries of the day, including Eugene

O’Neill, Sergei Rachmaninoff and even Gen. John
Pershing had tea there.
In 1921, Jacques and Juliana became more serious
about nurturing the pottery craft and built a workshop,
called Jugtown, near Seagrove. This miniature village
had cabins, barns and firing sheds. Visitors remarked
that even this rustic collection of low cabins felt
Japanese, probably as a result of Jacques’ vision for it.
In 1923, the Busbees hired two teenage boys as
their first potters. Ben Owen Sr. was one; the other
was Charlie Teague.
B E N O W E N S R . A S S I M I L AT E D J A PA N E S E ,

with remarkable understanding and created his own idiom from
them. Gone were the stout whiskey jugs, churns and
C H I N E S E A N D KO R E A N F O R M S

crocks. Elegant shapes bloomed in brilliant glazes of
mirror black, Chinese blue and frosty white.
“They found that was the key to being successful,
making it more decorative,” Owen says. “They
emphasized using (handmade pottery) instead of
going to department stores and buying what was
mass produced.”
For 36 years Ben Owen Sr. worked at Jugtown;
the Busbees considered him a son. He lived with them
for some time before moving a short distance away
with his new wife, Lucille. After Jacques’ death, the
Owens cared for ailing Juliana for many years.
Then, the workshop passed into outside hands.
Some believe Juliana was unable to make an informed
decision, but the sale went on. Eventually ownership

At his potter's wheel, Owen's hands shape the clay with a Zen-like mastery drawn from years of experience and family influence.
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A S A T E E N A G E R , “ Y O U N G B E N ” WA S
“I realized I probably couldn’t teach him anything,“
passed to potters Vernon and Pam Owens, who
and
used
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says Charles Chamberlain, professor emeritus and forsuccessfully operate it today.
the earnings to buy his first car. Encouraged by his
mer area coordinator for ceramics at the ECU School
After Juliana’s passing, the elder Ben opened his
parents and hungry to learn, he enrolled at East
of Art. “But what he gained from us was glaze
own workshop, attracting many visitors to his humCarolina
University.
His
mother,
Shirley
Brown
chemistry. We have software programs for glaze chemble studio. His signature crimson candlesticks
Owen ’63, and grandmother, Lucille Harris Owen
istry. It’s math, it’s chemistry, it’s physics, it’s everything.
brightened Christmas tables; his egg-shaped vases
’34, are also ECU alumni.
It’s a side to our program a lot of people don’t see.”
were highly prized. He stamped his pieces “Ben
Shirley Owen, now an education consultant, is a
At ECU, Owen began researching the glaze
Owen Master Potter,” a title granted during Chapel
“life-long
educator,”
Owen
says.
After
teaching
middle
known as Chinese blue. Though a signature for his
Hill’s Dogwood Festival.
school for some years, she joined the state Department
grandfather, the recipe “died with the Busbees,”
By the 1970s, his hands were crippled by
of Public Instruction and later, worked as director of
Chamberlain says.
rheumatoid arthritis and he closed the shop. At
instruction
with
a
local
school
system.
“He was trying to recreate that through a software
the time, his son, Ben Jr. (“Wade”), was teaching
“I wanted him to be a scholar, and well educated,”
program,” Chamberlain says. Owen also drew from his
junior-high school political science.
memories of how his
Ben Owen III grew
grandfather worked. “The
up surrounded by the
Chinese blue isn’t
pots, the history and the
dependent only on good
family name and, even
glaze chemistry but also
as a child, wanted to
how the glaze is fired.”
know more.
Knowing so much
“I grew up around
about production gave
the pots and things he
Owen tremendous artistic
made that were in our
scope. What he learned at
house and I was always
ECU helped him to
fascinated by them,”
understand himself more
“young Ben” told writer
deeply and find his own
Douglas DeNatale in
artistic vision.
1994, for an interview
“I said, ‘You know
which appears in the
how to make pots. Are
book, New Ways for
they going to be your
Old Jugs: Tradition
pots?’ That was the
and Innovation at the
crossing point,”
Jugtown Pottery.
Chamberlain says.
“When I was 8 or 9,
Owen graduated with
he would show me how
In the kiln, where temperatures reach 2,400 degrees Fahrenheit, the fire transforms the pottery, tempering the clay and awakening the glaze.
honors, with a bachelor’s
he used to work on the
of fine arts. His senior show at the Greenville Museum
wheel. Nothing had been touched since everything
Shirley
Owen
says.
“We
knew
he
could
be
a
potter,
of Art drew an enormous crowd.
was shut down. There was still clay sitting over in
but couldn’t stretch himself unless he learned more
“People came from everywhere,” says Marilyn
one corner of the room… . He showed me how to
about art.”
Arthur of Pinehurst, an artist and jewelry maker who
wet it back down and then let it dry in the sun… .
At ECU, Owen’s classmates were awed by his
has known Owen for many years. She first purchased
He’d get me on the wheel and tell me what I needed
abilities and often asked him, “Why are you here?”
his pottery when he was in college.
to do. He was a great teacher.”
He could have said recruiters sought him, or that
“There’s something about them that draws people
Today, Owen relates another story, about trying
he wanted to study music, theater and art history.
to them,” she says of Owen’s pieces. “They radiate, they
a complicated form too soon, his grandfather told
Not to mention business. “There was a lot I wanted
have a real presence. He puts his energy into the clay
him, “You’re jumping too far ahead. You need to
to learn,” Owen says.
and when you watch him create, it’s not technical, it’s
work with the basics.”
He worked, too. In his basement studio on Jarvis
really an energy. He transmits part of himself into
In his last years, health problems often confined
Street,
and
later
in
the
country
outside
Greenville,
he
everything he does. Ben’s pots have a life of their own,
Ben Sr. to bed. Once, Owen brought a teapot to his
turned pots for the Seagrove shop. “My father would
almost a spirit within them.”
grandfather’s bedside. “He perked up in bed and
glaze them while I was at school,” Owen says. “It was
In 1995 Ben Owen further explored his creative
the next day, he was back in the shop. I think we
a great team effort to get things completed.”
spirit when he spent six weeks in Tokoname, Japan, as
fueled each other with motivation.”
He never abandoned traditional forms, but eagerpart of an international workshop.
When Owen was 13 years old, his father reopened
ly soaked up influences and experimented with color,
The tradition of apprenticeship continues today,
the shop. Ben Sr. died about a year later.
and Owen often works with developing potters.
shape and design.
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Genie Bottle, Chinese red, earthenware, 2002. Inspired from early Song Dynasty forms. The glaze was developed by B. Wade Jr., Ben’s father, in the 1980s.
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He has also taught at the Penland School of Crafts
in Penland, N.C.
“He’s a young man, but he is very supportive of
other potters,” Mecham, director of the N.C. Pottery
Center, says. “He doesn’t see a conflict in supporting
other artists. He loves clay and he loves the tradition.”
THE CIRCLE HUMS IN A REGULAR

and above it, a mound of clay is spinning. It wobbles, then rises into a block, a tower.
At last, it heightens into an elegant vase whose
neck is as slender as a dancer’s.
His “genie” bottles, recalling ancient Persian
forms, stand nearly 4 feet high and are made in
three parts. Others – tea pots, egg vases, dishes –
resonate in his signature colors: Chinese blue,
copper penny and the stunning red-purples
GROOVE

known as cabernet and plum.
Nature is his teacher today, inspiring his work
with colors and shapes of the sea. He spends time
with his family at Sunset Beach, N.C., learning
from the shore.
A round, pillow-shaped ceramic is titled “Sea
Biscuit.” Large urns swept by spiral waves evoke
sea grasses.
He brings other natural influences to his work,
reminiscent of his mother’s dedicated gardening.
The ribbed “melon” vases translate lines and colors
from cantaloupes, gourds and other fruits.
The world beyond the studio continues to
invigorate the craft, as it inspires the potter.
“I do clay because I like it,” he says. “There
have been moments in the past when people ask
if I felt I had to do it for the family’s sake. But

Faceted Tea Set, Oribe (copper green) glaze, thrown and altered stoneware, 2000. Inspired by Owen’s studies in Japan.
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I’m really honored to have learned it from such a
mentor as my grandfather. That meant a lot to me.
I wanted to be like him. He was a great person.
“My grandfather instilled in me the angle of
thinking about form and design. It still holds true
today, that when you design something, keep it
simple in form. We make things so complicated,
adding more things to our schedule. It’s like
adding handles, design marks. You can make the
surface look busy, overwork it. You restrain yourself, by having solid form and design.” East
Visit the Ben Owen Pottery studio and gallery Web site:
http://www.benowenpottery.com
Additional photography courtesy of Ben Owen Pottery.
Exhibited next page, from the left. First row: Planter, carved leaf design, 2000. Sea Biscuit,
carved and impressed design, 2003. Neolithic Vases, salt glazed stoneware, 1994-1995.
Second row: Mi Se’ Vases (Secret Color), cabernet and Chinese blue glazes, 2003.
Amazing Bowl, ash glaze.
Third row: Melon Vases, copper penny glaze, 2004. Bottle (landscape series), green celadon
glaze, carved relief, 2003. Teapot, cabernet (copper red), porcelain, 2003.
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A MUSEUM UNBOUND
W H I L E M O S T M U S E U M C O L L E C T I O N S A R E ‘ D O N O T T O U C H ,’ T H E
DW I G H T M. H O L L A N D C O L L E C T I O N S AY S ‘ P L E A S E TO U C H ’
Hundreds of vases, cups, jugs and pots, from rural

bequeath his immense collection. It includes early

studio, to examine its glazes and the techniques used

earthenware to exotic sculptures, will serve as a

Jugtown Pottery selections along with modern ones.

to make it. “It’s really hands-on,” Haney said.

teaching collection at the ECU School of Art.

The vessels are functional and whimsical, simple

The ceramics are a gift from Dwight M. Holland,
an avid collector who in more than 50 years has
assembled nearly 1,500 ceramic works. He has
bequeathed the entire collection to ECU.
“I’ve known ECU, I’ve watched it grow up. I knew

He approached the university with an idea of
keeping the artworks outside museum walls.
“I told them I would give them the collection
if it could be stored in the ceramics department,

So far, about 180 vessels have arrived at ECU, with
more contracted for the future. After his passing,
Holland’s entire collection will belong to ECU. In addition
to the ceramics, his gift includes transcript interviews
and audiotapes of 13 Seagrove potters, of whom only
one is still living.

that ECU had the best pottery program in the state,”

and if students could have access to the collection

he said.

and could handle them,” he said. “It’s important to

to hold in their hands pottery of the best potters of

be able to pick them up and touch them.”

the past 50 years or longer, students can feel where

Holland earned distinction for creating habitats
for the North Carolina Zoo, where he was curator of
design. A sculptor, he taught art for many years in the
Asheboro City Schools. He helped bring art and design

Having those ceramics close by will bring rare
learning opportunities for students.
“We’re very fortunate to have his collection,”

curricula to the state’s community colleges and chaired

said Art Haney, associate director of the ECU School

the design department at Randolph Community College.

of Art and Design. “Most collections are ‘Do not

He lives in Asheboro and is a habitat consultant to

touch.’ This collection says ‘Please touch.’”

zoos and museums across the nation.
This commitment to teaching inspired him to

Mixing Bowls, Bruce Cochrane, Mississauga, Ontario, 20th century.
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and ornate, classic and experimental.

Students who wish to study a particular style or
vessel may request to borrow it and take it to their

“I have pots from around the world. To be able

they turned it, how they made handles, how they handled
glazes,” Holland said. “It’s a unique learning experience that can’t be found any other way. I thought
it was important.” East
For more information regarding the Dwight M. Holland
Ceramics Teaching collection, please visit the Web site:
http://www.lib.ecu.edu/DMHolland.
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N. C. C R A F T ’04:
C E L E B R AT I O N O F P E N L A N D’S
75TH ANNIVERSARY

ECU HOSTS EXHIBITION AND SYMPOSIUM TO
HONOR SEMINAL CRAFT SCHOOL IN WESTERN
NORTH CAROLINA

ECU and the Penland School of Crafts celebrated
Penland’s 75 years as an artistic community in the
Blue Ridge Mountains by joining for an exhibition
and symposium.
The exhibition, “N.C. Craft ’04: A Celebration of
Penland’s 75th Anniversary” at ECU’s Wellington
B. Gray Art Gallery featured nearly 100 works in glass,
ceramics, wood, paper, textiles, photography, multimedia and other media.
“We’re pleased we could host this,” said Gil
Leebrick, gallery director. “We have a long term relationship with Penland. Our faculty have taught
there and we have students who go there.”
This year was designated Year of the North
Carolina Craft by Gov. Mike Easley. The Penland
show paid tribute to the richness and diversity of
craft in the state.
In all, 50 artists were represented in the show,
which concluded with a symposium during which
Penland artists demonstrated their craft. Remarks
by Jean McLaughlin, Penland’s director, and a
panel discussion on making a living in the arts,
were open to the public and to students.

East
Bird Goblet, Robert Levin, handblown frosted glass.
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